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directed at the Gran Sasso laboratory for searching v€—vu and vlrvt oscillations is under study at
NOMAD, searching for the appearance of vt in a Vu beam are described. A new neutrino beam
H Collaboration are reported. The concepts and the status of the new experiments, CHORUS and
Recent results of a search for heavy isosinglet neutrinos and for vu—v-{ oscillation by the CHARM
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radiation favour mv, ~ 7 eV. distance between the two vertices. OCR Output
the anisotropy of the cosmic background channel and on the minimum detectable
which can be reduced by the choice of the decaycandidate for dark matter [2]. Recent resulm on
the vt (mv, ~ 10 eV) which would make it a experiment depends mainly on the background
and through the see-saw mechanism a mass to decay of the vg. The sensitivity of the
solutions gives a mass of ~3 milli eV to the vu producing the vg and the second vertex is the
neutrino problem [1]. One of the favoured vertex event. The first vertex is the NC reaction
Smimov·Wolfenstein solution to the solar The signature for the vg search is a two
conference, are consistent with a Mikheyev
neutrinos, which are reported elsewhere at the background.
Results from recent experiments on solar new method to separate vg decay events from
using a 100 times larger statistical sample and a
families a and b. performed by the CHARM Il Collaboration [10]
where 6 is the mixing parameter between Collaboration [9]. A new search has been
Collaboration [8] and by the CCFR
have been performed by the CHARMPab = sin29ab sin(1.27(L/Ev)Am;b) (1)2
constant. Previous searches using this concept
expression, I Ugg I 2 relative to the Fermi-coupling
a beam of va is given by the well-known of it and vg is described by a mixing parameter
appearance of neuuinos of a new flavour, vb, in The coupling between vg and vg and that
the detector, L (Km). The probability of
the distance between the neutrino source and vpN —> vg X (2)
Am(eV), the neutrino energy, Ev(GeV) andz 2
the difference of the neutrino masses squared, neutral current (NC) reaction induced by v
wave length of the oscillation term is given by 2.5 GeV can be covered by producing vg in a
heaviest leptons, the muon and the tau. The GeV. The intermediate mass range from 0.3 to
extended limits for neutrino masses to above 5phenomenon between the families of the two
families, oscillation will be dominantly a parent mesons, but e*`e' experiments have
Maiorana neutrino is the same for the three decay experiments is limited by the mass of the
that the mass scale defined by a very heavy The mass range accessible by the meson
are generated by a see-saw mechanism, and
VLLVHmatrix for quarks. Assuming neutrino masses
similar to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa pvg [6] and in e+e‘ experiments : e"‘e“—> Z ——>
neuuino families can be described by a matrix, experiments :1: —> uvg [4], K —> uvg [5, 15], D —->
decays of heavy neutrinos. The mixing of neutrinos, have been performed in meson decay
neutrino oscillation and from searches for isosinglet neutrinos, vg, which mix with muon
physics. Answers may come from searches for neutrinos. Experimental searches of heavy
fundamental ones for experimental particle except those induced by mixing with isodoublet
Isosinglet neutrinos have no weak interactionsThese questions belong to the most
heavy isosinglet neut1·inos exist in nature light isodoublet neutrinos Ny = 2.90 i 0.027.
Do diese families mix or are diey disctinct ? Do experiments [3] have determined the number of
nature. Do these neutrinos have non·zero mass? neutrino states exist in nature. The LEP
there exist three families of light neutrinos in We have to explore experimentally which
From measurements at LEP we know that
N EUTRIN OS
2. SEARCH FOR HEAVY ISOSINGLET
test if the data can satisfy the kinematical
by two degrees of freedom which were used to the reaction OCR Output
a beam of muon neutrinos requires detection of
VH ·> l1'l1`V A search for appearance of tau neutrinos in
Figure 1. One candidate event for vpN —> vgX,
3. SEARCH FOR vg——v·; OSCILLATION
[5], ¢[15],f[6],g[7l\
heavy isoscalar neutrinos: a) [8], b) [8], c) [4], d)
parameter |LJ!_[g I zderived from searches forFigure 2. 90% confidence limits for the mixing
my; (GeV)
0.01 0.1 10
decay. The kinematics is thus over·detem1ined
io"vg and me momentum vector of the vu from vg
neutrino, the mass and energy of the decaying
10-/
are unmeasured: the energy of the incoming
shower direction [10]. Six kinemadcal quantities 10*0
_ U Xtl / \ I BEBC
\°II‘°L \ ‘correlation widi the energy transverse to the
. I `0`* I
determined by a new method based on its
I d) acne \
of the hadron shower of the NC event was
CHAIN U ‘\ "momentum conservation. The invariant mass
10_'constrained by eight equadons of energy and
1. The double vertex process is kinematically 10-‘ \ b) \\ 2)\\
such events were found, one is shown in figure
IU “iI‘total sample of 2·10’ vu and V N NC events ten
event were selected in a fiducial volume. In a
activity at die vertex. Events preceded by a NC
events with two muons and low hadronic together with earlier results.
two-muon topology. The trigger selected 3·10"5 at ~2 GeV. Figure 2 shows this result
vg decays into hadrons but negligible for the GeV, the 90% C.L. for I U gg I 2 is smaller than
heavy neutrinos in the mass range 0.3 to 2.5originating from the NC vertex is important for
50%. The background from neutrons or K"s detector. In conclusion, there is no evidence for
vg —+ (hadrons vu) widi a branching ratio of and kinematics in the fiducial volume of the
random background than the dominant decay recognising double events by their topology
the heavy neutrino and the efficiency ofwhich we selected gives a 105 times smaller
with a branching ratio of 5-7% for myH 1-3 GeV account the threshold effects due to the mass of
the first vertex. The decay mode vg -> |.i+|.1`v parameter I LJ gg I 2 was calculated taking into
neutral kaon orignadng from die NC event at The sensitivity in terms of the mixing
interaction of a neutron or the decay of a
tested with MC events.events where the second vertex is due to the
sensitive Hme of the detector and from double kinematical fit. The efficiency of this fit was
of two independent neutrino interactions in the decay. Nom-; of the candidates satisfied this
Backgronmd arises from random overlays hypothesis of vg production and subsequent
> 6.4·10”‘for Am> 50eVcomes close to the scintillating fiber techniques. The detector, OCR Output3 z 2
these selected events are measured withwith earlier resulm. The sensitivity of sinZ20p·;
exclusion region shown in figure 3 together t decay. The particle tracks associated with
methods, they derived the 90% confidence transverse momentum feature characteristic for
which were simulated by Monte Carlo are selected kinematically for the missing
from the background reaction vpN —-> vu1c+N version, events to be measured in the emulsion
sum of contributions from the vt reaction and to detect the decay topology. In the modem
Es·6t where Gt is the single track direcdon to the experiment has adopted the emulsion technique
mergy Es and in the transverse shower energy and several decay modes of the T. The CHORUS
Fitting die kinematical distributions in shower detecting the vt -induced CC reaction v·;N—> rx
continuing installation. They both aim atgreater man 10 GeV diey found 124 candidates.
of the detector (~1.7 labs) and a shower energy in May 1994 and NOMAD-WA96 [13] is
Requiring a minimum track length of 15 planes CERN; CHORUS-WA95 [11] started data taking
by a shower created by its interaction. appearance in a Vp beam have been set up at
Two new experiments searching for V;CHARM II detector as a single track followed
appear in the fine-grain calorimeter of the
4. NEW EXPERIMENTSlepton decays into t` -—> 1c"v1. These events
interactions are searched for in which the tau
CHARM H Collaboration [14]. Quasi-elastic v-; plored by CHORUS [11] and NOMAD [13].
[19] and the new domain which is being exYet another way has been used by the
CHARM H [14], CCFR [18], CDHS and CHARM
oscillation showing results from E531 [17],by the NOMAD Collaboradon [13].
Figure 3. Exclusion plot (90% C.L.) for vu—vtby Albrigit and Shrock [12] has been adopted
in t decays. This concept, originally proposed
momentum owing to the undetected neutrino
· 7 sin ZBMapparent non-conservation of transverse
10* io'? no'? 1(>"' " ic"’[11]. Another way of discrimination is by the
been adopted by the CHORUS Collaboration
the experiment of ~100 um. This concept has xcflg
life of 3·10's leads to a mean decay length in13
observation of die t decay topology. The mean _ ion . r
of reaction (3). The most direct way is : fr; cHORUs / Noun _, `·—4T{ <Ti-rmx ’ /> f`·'_ g
There are several concepts for me detecuon xx\_ wx;
{E ’*/r Sign; n \`__"—. ' `
m and thereby the domain of Amz > 1eV. L »IOEE ( i»y////»,:¢¢¢c~ ’·
from the neuuino source to die detector, L ~ 600 , /¢$§; n 1 //// /‘ C ’··’ ', ; CCR §?3‘ f .-- - qCDHS
-------·neutrino energy, Ev ~27 GeV, the mean dismnce s 5/ 6 N/Q 10 E £’
distance to the detector determine the mean
3xl0"
geometry of die hom focussing and die minimal
vt appearance. The proton energy, the
neutrinos.10* ’ is very favourable for a sensitive search for
the mass of the universe is carried by tauGeV CERN—SPS die flux ratio of d>(vt)) /d>(vp_) <
required to eliminate the possibility that most ofthrough the decay of Ds mesons. At the 450
parison. These experimens have the sensidvityprompt background of v·; is mainly produced
NOMAD experiments are shown for comin a backgound of vp induced reactions. The
estimated sensitivity of the CHORUS and
(3) result of the Fermilab experiment E531. ThevtN ->·r'X
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the CHORUS experiment [11].
due to elastic pion scattering without visibleFigure 4. Emulsion target and fiber trackers of
small V N and Ve componenm of the beam and
ground due to charm particle production by the
discrimination between reaction (3) and back
their method provides for additional
I EY /“-` 1.7 evenm. lf some candidates will be detected
(table 1) of reaction (3) and a background of
··=··J<r_ present 90% C.L. they would observe 64 events1* beam I W .;§i;\ M f - a
phenomenon should exist at the level of the
achieved (table 1). If the vu—vt oscillation
for detecting one of the t-decay modes can be
Using this technique a total efficiency of ~5%nusou nur Q? ngmy
$HHHAW the scintillating fiber trackers (see figure 4).
along the tracks of selected events measured by
measurements are computer-assisted and scan
(figure 5). The miscroscopes for emulsionmeasuring particle momenta followed by a
direction and energy and a muon spectrometertracker part (figure 4) and of a magnet for
calorimeter for measuring the hadron showertherefore, consists of an emulsion target and a
vp the background is potentially lower. Events
thc flux of ve is only ~ 1% compared to that of
in figure 6. It is using the magnet of the UA1 OCR Outputthe detection of the decay F —> e‘Vevu. A s
The set-up of the NOMAD experiment is shownselection of events. Special emphasis is put on
emulsion handling and scanning is required.experiment [6] relies entirely on kinematical
time, whereas for CHORUS additional time forfactor of about 30. The NOMAD-WA96
However, the information is available in realstatistical significance can be increased by a
significance than in the CHORUS experiment.events corresponding to sinZ20 In ~ 5-104 the
this experiment will have smaller statisticalvertex condition; e.g. for the observation of
background, v T induced, events observed incould be sigiificantly enhanced by using the
in table 1 as well. Because of the largerevents were observed the discovery potential
sinZ20m = 5·10'—" and the background are givenof sin229u-{ > 2.7·10at Am~ 50 eV2. If some'4 z
efficiency, the number of events detected ifobserved this would correspond to a 90% C.L.
large angles. Estimates of the acceptanceefficiency to 4.5%. If no event or one event were
background to 0.4 events and the acceptance reaction (3)) and the hadron shower favours
vertex configuration in addition reduces the the missing p1. vector (vx from t decay in
direction. The azimuthal correlation betweenthe case for background events. Requiring that
lepton fromt decay and the hadron showerfrom the hadron vertex. This is generally not
180° transverse correlation between the chargedthe decay kink must balance the pq. of tracks
due to reaction (3) are expected not to have arecoil (white kink). The ·c candidate track before
protons on target.
The number of events corresponds to sin229 = 5·10'3 and Amz 2 40eV2 and a run of 2.4-101
6.8 6.80.0477 788 total
Vyp < 0.20.020 7
v·c1:’ < 0.20.014 30.11
< 0.20.077 18v11c'1c'1c"'n1c° 0.138
2.20.039 11VIII Vp 0.178
4.60.135 390173NOMAD v·;e’ Ve
0.41.700.0494 648 total = BR · 8
0.065 12 0.71v¤‘v¤*r=‘<¤¢¤°)v¢ 0.13
0.046 29 0.72h`(¤1¤° )V1: 0.50
0.270.098 230.178CHORUS p' Vuv-;
cut
ratio (BR) (6) after vcrtcx
zxpermmt ·¤· may mode B¤¤¤¤hi¤s Ef¤¤i¤¤¤y Nt * Background B¤¤k2r¤¤¤¤
Efficiency of t' detection
Table 1
realized e.g. at die CERN LHC by moving sensitivity. OCR Output
of L/E (see eq (1)). This condition can be materials, [16] using CH4, may achieve this
an experiment needs a factor 50 smaller value based on the principle of the TPC in cryogenic
cosmological relevance, i.e. mv ~ 10 eV. Such massive target is then required. A detector
determine whether the mass of v-[ is of of the decay topology with a 50 times more
experiment will be required which can reach this and a new approach to the detection
sin229m > 5-10‘4, Amz > 5OeV2. Then a new interesting. Neither CHORUS nor NOMAD can
(1) Some events are found corresponding to sensitivity of sinZ29p·; ~ 10* would then be
new experiment in the CERN WBB with aandcipate two scenarios :
(2) No events above background are found. Aabsorber. Depending on the outcome, I can
identified by transmission through an iron adds to the difhculty of the experiment.
and energy ofthe photon final state. Muons are (7TeV) the prompt vt background is large and
radiation. A calorimeter measures the direction energy. Because of the higher proton energy
momenm. Electrons are idendfied by transition closer to the source and using higher neutrino
experiment for measuring charged particle
[13].
Figure 6. Set-up 0f the NOMAD experiment
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tremendous implications. OCR Output
Sasso Laboratory using a vu beam from CERN. with a sense of excitement because of the
with one to three 5K tons targets in the Gran 10'eV. We are looking forward to their results
32
In Europe there is the ICARUS experiment sensitive to another window with Am~ 10z '4
candidate. Long baseline experiments are
been proposed. that the vt is the cosmological dark matter
experiments have been worked out or have neutrino oscillation can explore the possibility
techniques may be of interest. Several such New accelerator based searches of
combining both disappearance and appearance
experimmt or an experimmt with two detectors 6. SUMMARY
and sin229 ~ 1 . Here a disappearance
direction and timing.oscillation vu-vt or vp—vc with Am~10eVz '32
known neutrino energy spectrum, composition,neutrinos may indicate the possibility of
atmospheric neutrinos as the beam has a wellmasses. Experimental studies of atmospheric
advantages over experiments usinginteresting to search for smaller neutrino
use of an accelerator neutrino beam has obviouswith a mass of cosmological relevance it is also
Apart from persuing the appearance of v; 10'4ev2 and of Ami, down to 1O'3ev2. The
be abletoexplore domains of Amgu down to
This experiment is now under study. It would
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